A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away....
Most Famous Planets

In the next few slides we will be looking at some of the more famous planets from the STAR WARS galaxy………..

Please pay attention to key details that can be used when creating a STAR WARS planet……
Facts about Alderaan

• Is an “Earth” type planet with a population of almost 2 billion beings, most of which are human.

• The cities of Alderaan were built to co-exist with the natural world.

• It was renowned for it’s arts and educational institutes.

• Alderaan was destroyed by the first death Star.
Facts about Alderaan

• Alderaan has a democratic government and was a respected member of the Old Republic.

• The planets major exports are art and wine.

• Alderaan banned all weapons from the planet.
Bespin
Bespin

• Is a gas giant that has been colonized with floating cities.

• Is the home to three species, humans, ugnaughts and Lutrillians.

• The mining guild is the official government of Bespin.
Bespin has a population of 6 million.

Bespin’s major export is Tibanna Gas.

It is also home to colossal invertebrates known as beldons which are prey to Velkers.

Bespin is also known for its sky rodeo tourism.
Coruscant

- Coruscant is the capital planet of the galaxy. It was home to both the Old Republic and the Empire.

- The entire surface of Coruscant is covered by cities.

- The planet has a population of 1 trillion comprised of many species found throughout the galaxy.

- Coruscant’s major export is culture.
Coruscant

• Coruscant is the home of the Jedi Order.

• Coruscant has been a focal point in at least six major galactic wars.

• Coruscant’s name was changed to Imperial Center during the time of the Empire.
Dagobah
Dagobah

- Dagobah has no sentient species and no population.
- Dagobah is primarily a tropical planet consisting of swamps and bogs.
- Dagobah is known for such predatory lifeforms as dragonsnakes, bogwings and gnarltrees.
Dagobah

- Dagobah has no government or exports.
- Dagobah has an eat or be eaten ecosystem.
- Dagobah’s only claim to fame was it was the home of Jedi Master Yoda when he was in exile.
Geonosis
Geonosis

- Desert climate but mostly rocks.
- Population of 100 billion Geonosians
- The government is comprised of hives.
- Main export is battle droids and technology.
• Closest neighbor is Tatooine.

• The planet is scoured by radiation.

• The population lives underground.

• The Empire nationalized it’s output and forbid corporate contracts with the hives.
Hoth
Hoth

• Hoth is a frozen planet with high mountains.

• Hoth has no permanent population.

• Hoth has no imports or exports.

• Hoth has several native lifeforms.
Hoth

- Hoth has been used as a base by the Rebel Alliance and various smugglers.

- Hoth’s southern hemisphere has a massive ocean below ice sheets.

- The tidal pull of Hoth’s moons occasionally crack the ice sheet sending geysers of salt water into the air.
Kashyyyk

- Is comprised mainly of forests and seas.
- Population of 45 million wookies.
- Major exports are electronic components and natural resources.
Wookies live in harmony with nature; they build homes in the trees.

Kashyyyk was enslaved during the time of the Empire.

Kashyyyk is known for its artists and scientists.
Mustafar

- Mustafar is an active volcanic planet.
- It has a corporation as it’s form of government.
- Mustafar’s prime export is processed ore.
Mustafar

- Primarily inhabited by Mustafarians.
- Native life includes lava fleas that are used as beasts of burden and jawenko beasts.
- The day of Mustafar is 36 hours long.
Tatooine
Tatooine

- Tatooine is a desert planet.
- Tatooine’s major exports are minerals and illegal goods.
- The Government is comprised of local councils.
Tatooine

- Tatooine is home to three sentient species: Jawas, Tusken Raiders, and Humans.
- Tatooine has many varied non-sentient life forms, some of which are predatory such as Kryat Dragons and Sarlacs.
- Moisture farming is a big business on Tatooine.